and no one has readier listeners than Max, Yet, apparently so Friendship amiable, when his sense of sanity is outraged he can attack with fiercely. To reconcile his opinions with his habitual gentle- Manning ness he takes care to select for his sharp barbs subjects removed from the circle of those present. Yet he is more inclined to appreciate than to find fault. There is something that irritates in habitually detrimental talk. There is a divine discontent; but nothing is more hateful than a weak-mouthed grumbling, a belittling of the absent, a readiness to believe ill of others. Too great a part of social-life is given up to this kind of talk,
Two of my friends who particularly delighted in Max's conversation were Frederic Manning and Geoffrey Scott. Manning, who suffered from asthma, had the worn look, as of carved ivory, due to constant ill-health. Owing to this delicacy he lived much in the country, and rarely came up to London, He had the sensitive intelligence one finds in men of fastidious habits, who aim at perfection, but with whom work is leisurely and unhurried. For years he had been occupied with a novel of the time of Louis XIV. The parts he read to me were enchanting; but he dallied and delayed, and though Ezra Pound pressed him to publish the story in The Dial) it was never completed. That he managed to produce Her Privates We in a comparatively short time was surprising. It was also surprising that T. E. Lawrence spotted the authorship—the book was published anonymously—through his knowledge of Manning's early short stories. (Lawrence wrote to me, 1 was an older reader of Manning than you thought. A review in The Times Literary Supplement sent me to try Scenes and Portraits—it said, "while we have Mr Manning to write prose for us there is no need to despair of English style." That must have been 1909 or so/) When I sent Manning copies of the letters he wrote to me during the war (some of which are printed in an earlier volume) he wrote: The letters astonished me rather, as proving how accurately in the book I had recaptured the feeling I had while actually in the line. They are a guarantee

